PLATO’S SUN SIMILE AND DIVIDED LINE ANALOGY

SUN SIMILE

1. The Eye cannot see visible objects such as a Tree without the Sun; analogously, the Mind cannot know the Forms without the Form of the Good.
2. The Eye must have a nature like the Sun in order to be able to see things such as Trees; analogously, the Soul must have a nature like the Good in order to be able to know the Forms.
3. The Sun allows generation of plants and all other living things, and creates them; analogously, the Good allows the generation of Forms and creates them.
4. The Good is the source of truth and knowledge, and like each of them, but is not identical to either, and is better than both.
5. The Good is the source of being, is not being but beyond being in dignity and surpassing power.
DIVIDED LINE ANALOGY

The Good

Knowledge → Forms
[via Dialectic, which questions assumptions and arrives ultimately to an unhypothesized/unassumed First Principle (the Good)]

Understanding → Mathematical (Logical?) Objects
[via Scientific Method]; Two reasons why Understanding is inferior to Knowledge:
1. Understanding uses visible diagrams; and
2. Understanding uses unquestioned hypotheses/assumptions without justifying them.

Opinion → Perceptible Objects
(Objects we sense with our five senses: e.g., Humans, Animals, Plants, Artifacts)

Image-Thinking → Shadows/Reflections of Sensible Objects
(This is a very unstable cognitive state)